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Despite the concerns noted in this and recent Market Commentaries, global economic growth has been fairly robust and, importantly, synchronized. As 
recently highlighted by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), for the first time in a decade, all 45 of the world’s most 
significant economies are expanding. The International Monetary Fund (IMF) is now projecting 3.5% global economic growth in 2017 and 3.6% in 2018. 
With regard to inflation, the picture continues to look relatively benign in most major developed economies. This fairly strong economic backdrop has 
translated into upbeat corporate earnings relative to market expectations, and strong equity returns worldwide. In the 3rd quarter, markets continued to march 
higher, with the S&P 500 increasing 4.5% and the Dow Jones Industrial Average up 5.6%. While we are pleased with robust equity returns and encouraged 
by the outlook for the global economy, there are several potential areas of concern including United States (U.S.) politics, Federal Reserve policies, 
geopolitics and market valuations.

Policy and Markets
U.S. politics remains dysfunctional. After several unsuccessful attempts to repeal and replace the Affordable Care Act, it is an open question if meaningful 
reform of the tax code and/or a significant infrastructure bill will be able to make it through Congress in the near term. While expectations have seemingly 
been dialed back, the market still seems to be anticipating some progress. On a more positive note, regulatory reform, which does not require Congressional 
action, has fared better and seems likely to benefit a number of companies and industries. Second, the Federal Reserve is in the early innings of a major 
policy shift. It is in the process of normalizing rates and is going to begin unwinding its $4.5 trillion balance sheet in October. The Fed is in uncharted 
territory. Thus far, markets have remained sanguine, but policy errors are a risk. Adding to the uncertainty, President Trump could potentially nominate a 
new Federal Reserve chairman, along with three new Board members who could considerably change the direction of policy going forward. Third, 
geopolitics, which have been a worry for some time, have grown incrementally tense on a number of fronts. Beyond increased tensions with Russia and 
China, the recent escalation of rhetoric with North Korea is perhaps the most worrying example.

Equities
For equity investors, this is the second longest bull market on record. The S&P 500 has increased 275% from the lows of March 2009 and has not 
experienced a correction of any significance for nearly 20 months. Valuation remains a concern. The S&P 500, as measured by P/E, is valued at almost 18X 
estimated next 12 months’ earnings, as compared to the long term historical average of 15-16X. In addition, over the past 10 years, companies have 
purchased significant amounts of their own stock, and taken advantage of low interest rates, in the aggregate adding leverage to their balance sheets. The net 
result is elevated EPS and higher leveraged balance sheets where debt has been substituted for equity. Increased leverage is beneficial during good times, but 
often problematic during more difficult parts of the economic cycle.
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The current bull market has also been noteworthy for the skepticism with which retail investors have treated it. More recently, however, it seems that retail 
investor sentiment has shifted meaningfully and is another piece of the mosaic for investors to consider. Warren Buffet has wisely counseled – “Be greedy 
when everyone is fearful and fearful when everyone is greedy.” Today, we are seeing signs that greater emphasis is being placed on greed than we would 
prefer. Behavior based indicators of retail investor sentiment, such as the Ameritrade Investor Movement index, the Wells Fargo/Gallup Investor and 
Retirement Optimism index and the AAII cash allocation are all generally signifying that retail investors are very optimistic. Specifically, the AAII cash 
allocation graph shows investor cash levels are back to lows last seen at the 2000 market top. In addition, margin debt is at record levels, brokers are actively 
promoting stock-based lending, and retail option activity is flourishing. Historically, behaviors like these have been strong contrarian indicators. When retail 
investors push their investment dollars “all in,” it has typically been prudent to be more cautious.

The vehicles through which investors are putting their investment dollars to work are also noteworthy. Investors are increasingly using passive funds (i.e. 
ETF’s and index mutual funds), rather than traditional active investment management. At a minimum, the growth in passive investing adds a self-fulfilling 
aspect to the market performance, especially in the very large company stocks that are receiving a disproportionate share of the passive money flows. We 
could devote an entire Market Comments to the subject of passive investing, especially with the overconfidence and complacency it produces with investors. 
A concern is when the next bear market emerges, retail investors utilizing ETF’s will experience material losses, which will cause them to sell their ETF’s 
and further drive the market downward. While long bull markets can make investing look straightforward and simple, prudent risk management through 
building diversified portfolios with a select group of well-researched stocks is what has compounded and protected capital over prior economic and market 
cycles.

Fixed Income
Since 2008, central banks around the globe have implemented low interest rate and quantitative easing policies (QE) designed to add monetary stimulus to 
economies and markets. These policies have helped significantly reduce global bond yields. For example, the U.S. ten year Treasury bond yields 2.33%, 
while equivalent bonds from Italy, Germany, and Switzerland yield 2.1%, 0.46%, and -0.1% respectively. Austria recently sold a 100 year bond yielding 
2.10%. However, the Fed has already begun to raise short-term interest rates and has outlined steps to unwind its $4.5 trillion balance sheet. While the 
European Central Bank (ECB) continues to maintain lower rates and to purchase €60 billion per month of sovereign bonds, it has signaled that the end of the 
bond purchases will occur at some point in the future. Low rates and central bank bond purchases have stimulated economies and driven equity markets 
higher, but what will be the effects on markets as these policies sunset?

Investors are in uncharted waters with respect to the global “Great Unwinding” as central bank policy transitions to a more normal model. With this 
backdrop, there are several factors for investors to analyze. First, inflation globally remains benign at the moment. Wage increases have been modest in the 
U.S., although the service sector is showing gains as the employment pool has tightened. Technology and global manufacturing overcapacity are headwinds 
to overall pricing power in the developed economies. Amazon and E-commerce have not only led to productivity gains (though somewhat difficult to 
measure), but have also contributed to a lack of pricing power in several industries. If inflation remains benign at or below the 2% level as defined by the 
Fed’s preferred measure, Personal Consumption Expenditures (PCE), how far can long term rates increase even as the Fed withdraws the proverbial punch 
bowl? Second, long term interest rates are affected by economic growth, with increasing Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth usually resulting in higher 
interest rates. The U.S. has averaged just 2-2.5% GDP growth for the past several years, well below the historical average growth rates. Unless U.S. GDP 
growth/inflation increases substantially and there is an increase in global bond yields, our view is that U.S. bond yields may continue to remain low.
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How to Navigate the Market
In an investment environment where many equities are trading at or above fair value, bond yields are low and policy uncertainties remain elevated, investors 
must focus on both risk management and being opportunistic. For equity investors, this means identifying companies that have revenue growth, sustainable 
free cash flow generation through the economic cycle, strong balance sheets and excellent management teams. As we have often observed, good 
management teams find ways to navigate difficult economic cycles and create long term shareholder value. For our clients, risk management starts with 
owning companies that meet the above criteria. In addition, the Guyasuta Core Equity philosophy focuses both on capital preservation and “knowing what 
we own.” This entails monitoring our existing portfolio on a daily basis. We listen to quarterly earnings calls and attend industry conferences. When we have 
concerns, we do not hesitate to call companies to discuss these matters. Equity investors must also be opportunistic and look for misperceived or disliked 
companies that are actually gems with strong potential returns. In the last several months, we have found attractive companies to add to the Core portfolio 
even with markets at elevated levels. We strongly believe that an experienced investment research team utilizing a 34 year time-tested investment philosophy 
can accomplish the dual objectives of protecting and growing capital over the cycle.

For fixed income investors, it is critical to own bonds issued by municipalities and companies that have strong tax/revenue bases and balance sheets, 
respectively. We build and maintain individual laddered bond portfolios with durations or maturity schedules in the 5-7 year range. This approach entails a 
certain number of bonds maturing each year, allowing us to reinvest at what we hope ultimately will be higher yields in the future. A key factor in the 
Guyasuta Fixed Income strategy is that we own individual bonds rather than bond mutual funds or ETFs. When interest rates eventually increase, individual 
bonds may lose value during the period prior to maturity, but will eventually mature at par with no capital loss. Bond funds have no fixed maturity point and 
will very likely lose value when there is an increase in rates, particularly if other holders panic and sell en masse. We feel very comfortable that our bond 
strategy not only can continue to provide steady income for investors but also provide portfolio stability when equities eventually experience a bear market.

In these Market Comments, we have noted the risks for investors: valuations, interest rate uncertainties and heightened global tensions. We have also noted 
that our equity portfolios are focused on preserving and growing capital while our bond portfolios provide income and dampen equity volatility. Investors 
should have realistic return expectations over the next few years given current stock and bond valuations. Given valuation concerns and the current 104 
month long equity bull market, this is a good time to review your asset allocation, or percentage in equities versus fixed income. This entails evaluating 
future cash flow needs for college tuitions, retirement or other obligations. In addition, if a drop in the equity markets would cause a client “not to sleep at 
night”, this may suggest that the equity allocation is too high in the portfolio. The Guyasuta Team very much enjoys meeting with clients to review their 
portfolios and to better understand any changes in their risk tolerances, income needs and overall investment objectives.
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The current U.S. economic expansion has been long and steady, but pales in 
comparison to previous periods
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A significant positive is that all major economies are finally advancing
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The charts on the left are areas of concern while the two on the right are the effects 
of a strong market



As our Market Comments discuss, this really is uncharted territory
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The long-term trend in U.S. Treasury yields marches on… 
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…and just as frustrating corporate yield spreads to Treasuries are dropping
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Equities are slightly more expensive than average…



…but patience has always been rewarded
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